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xVideo is a simple to use wrapper around Directshow (for x86 Windows only) that helps its users to create multimedia
applications. It supports all.NET languages that support the STDCALL calling convention. The aim of this project is to let

users easily produce Directshow filters from the common languages such as C++, Delphi, C#, VB.NET and others.
xVideo works with all the popular Directshow video decoders, namely PVRDSP, XMA, DXVA, H.264, VC-1 and

WMV9, among others. It also supports other multimedia codecs including WMA, AAC, Vorbis, FLAC, etc. Features:
Video Encoder: * Supports DXVA and H.264 * Supports all video codecs, also VC-1, WMV9, PS, MPEG, H.264/DXVA
(V2.0) * Supports any Directshow pipeline (Preferred Directshow decoders such as PVRDSP, XMA, DXVA) * Supports
any language that supports the STDCALL calling convention. * Supports all.NET languages that support the STDCALL

calling convention. * Supports any DirectShow sink (M-JPEG, VFW, FFMPEG, etc.) * Supports both FFmpeg and
xFFmpeg as a video filtergraph node (xFFmpeg wrapper is a Directshow filter graph wrapper that will help its users
create multimedia applications. It’s compatible with any language that supports the STDCALL calling convention.) *
Supports any audio sink (WASAPI, DSound, NAudio, etc.) * Supports several video or audio stream types (Mpegts,

Mpegts2, TS, TS2, etc.) * Supports multiple audio/video filters within a graph * Supports multiple audio/video stream
types (Mpegts, Mpegts2, TS, TS2, etc.) * Supports multiple output streams within a graph * Supports either video or

audio filters * Supports frames or pixels (video), bytes (audio) and time (audio) * Supports zero copy, pipe, & wait modes
* Supports all bitstreams (PS, VPS, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, MP3, AC-3, AAC, Vorbis, FLAC, etc.) * Supports both

progressive & interlaced formats * Supports standard, high, and
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#define XVIDPIC 1 #define XVIDPIC_VERSION 1 #define XVIDPIC_API_VERSION 2 #define
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XVIDPIC_DEFAULT_SAMPLES_PER_BUF 16 #define XVIDPIC_DEFAULT_BUFSIZE 128 #define
XVIDPIC_DEFAULT_BITRATE 1.0 #define XVIDPIC_DEFAULT_FRAMERATE 1 #define

XVIDPIC_DEFAULT_THRESHOLD 8 #define XVIDPIC_NO_FRAME_TIMING #define
XVIDPIC_WIN_FRAME_TIMING #define XVIDPIC_QUANT_FRAME_TIMING #define

XVIDPIC_B_FRAME_TIMING #define XVIDPIC_QUANT_B_FRAME_TIMING #define XVIDPIC_NO_QUANT
#define XVIDPIC_SCALABLE_VIDEOS #define XVIDPIC_SCALABLE_LAVS #define

XVIDPIC_SCALABLE_DSVS #define XVIDPIC_SCALABLE_IMAGES #define
XVIDPIC_SCALABLE_IMAGE_DSVS #define XVIDPIC_SCALABLE_VIDEO_IMAGES #define
XVIDPIC_SCALABLE_VIDEO_DSVS #define XVIDPIC_SCALABLE_VIDEO_IMAGES #define

XVIDPIC_SINGLE_SCALE #define XVIDPIC_H264_ENC_ALIGNED #define
XVIDPIC_YUV_OUT_UNCALIBRATED #define XVIDPIC_YUV_OUT_LOG #define

XVIDPIC_YUV_OUT_LOG2 #define XVIDPIC_YUV_OUT_UNCALIBRATED2 #define
XVIDPIC_YUV_OUT_UNCALIBRATED_MAX #define XVIDPIC_YUV_OUT_SATURATION #define

XVIDPIC_COMPUTED_DCT_DCT #define XVIDPIC_SINGLE_DCT_ALL #define XVIDPIC_SINGLE 81e310abbf
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QT4 is a cross-platform C++ toolkit consisting of GUI components, a development framework, and application building
blocks. It aims to provide application developers with a large number of widget-based applications, such as window,
dialog, menu, and menu item. X-Video is a Directshow wrapper that will help its users create multimedia applications.It’s
compatible with any language that supports STDCALL calling convention. Get xVideo and take it for a spin to see what it
can actually do for you! NOTE: Free for non-commercial use only. Description: QT4 is a cross-platform C++ toolkit
consisting of GUI components, a development framework, and application building blocks. It aims to provide application
developers with a large number of widget-based applications, such as window, dialog, menu, and menu item. X-Video is a
Directshow wrapper that will help its users create multimedia applications.It’s compatible with any language that supports
STDCALL calling convention. Get xVideo and take it for a spin to see what it can actually do for you! NOTE: Free for
non-commercial use only. Description: QT4 is a cross-platform C++ toolkit consisting of GUI components, a
development framework, and application building blocks. It aims to provide application developers with a large number
of widget-based applications, such as window, dialog, menu, and menu item. X-Video is a Directshow wrapper that will
help its users create multimedia applications.It’s compatible with any language that supports STDCALL calling
convention. Get xVideo and take it for a spin to see what it can actually do for you! NOTE: Free for non-commercial use
only. Description: QT4 is a cross-platform C++ toolkit consisting of GUI components, a development framework, and
application building blocks. It aims to provide application developers with a large number of widget-based applications,
such as window, dialog, menu, and menu item. X-Video is a Directshow wrapper that will help its users create multimedia
applications.It’s compatible with any language that supports STDCALL calling convention. Get xVideo and take it for a
spin to see what it can actually do for you! NOTE: Free for non-commercial use only. Description: QT4 is a cross-
platform C++ tool

What's New In XVideo?

xVideo is a Directshow wrapper that will help its users create multimedia applications.It’s compatible with any language
that supports STDCALL calling convention. Get xVideo and take it for a spin to see what it can actually do for you!
NOTE: Free for non-commercial use only. Description: xVideo is a Directshow wrapper that will help its users create
multimedia applications.It’s compatible with any language that supports STDCALL calling convention. Get xVideo and
take it for a spin to see what it can actually do for you! NOTE: Free for non-commercial use only. Description: xVideo is
a Directshow wrapper that will help its users create multimedia applications.It’s compatible with any language that
supports STDCALL calling convention. Get xVideo and take it for a spin to see what it can actually do for you! NOTE:
Free for non-commercial use only. Description: xVideo is a Directshow wrapper that will help its users create multimedia
applications.It’s compatible with any language that supports STDCALL calling convention. Get xVideo and take it for a
spin to see what it can actually do for you! NOTE: Free for non-commercial use only. Description: xVideo is a
Directshow wrapper that will help its users create multimedia applications.It’s compatible with any language that supports
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STDCALL calling convention. Get xVideo and take it for a spin to see what it can actually do for you! NOTE: Free for
non-commercial use only. Description: xVideo is a Directshow wrapper that will help its users create multimedia
applications.It’s compatible with any language that supports STDCALL calling convention. Get xVideo and take it for a
spin to see what it can actually do for you! NOTE: Free for non-commercial use only. Description: xVideo is a
Directshow wrapper that will help its users create multimedia applications.It’s compatible with any language that supports
STDCALL calling convention. Get xVideo and take it for a spin to see what it can actually do for you! NOTE: Free for
non-commercial use only. Description: xVideo is a Directshow wrapper that will help its users create multimedia
applications.It’s compatible with any language that supports STDCALL calling convention. Get xVideo and take it for a
spin to see what it can actually do for you! NOTE: Free for non-commercial use only. Description: xVideo is a
Directshow wrapper that will help its users create multimedia applications.It’s compatible with any language that supports
STDCALL calling convention. Get xVideo and
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows Vista, Windows XP, Windows 2000, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Processor: 1.5 GHz
Processor Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: 2 GB dedicated video memory DirectX: Version 9.0 or higher Network:
Broadband Internet connection Recommended: OS: Windows Vista, Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10
Processor: 2.0 GHz Processor Memory: 2 GB RAM
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